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bridgeable gulf divided us.   If my politics were
orthodox, so, in the last analysis, were theirs.
•	••••»
I could not help feeling that in some ways it was
rather a pity that we were at the Silver Jubilee service
in St. Paul's. Or rather it was regrettable that we
could not at one and the same time be in St. Paul's and
in the streets. The service in the cathedral was
memorable, but the ritual of the streets, at least
equally religious after its fashion, would surely be
more memorable still. However, there was the drive
to the cathedral down the route itself, thronged and
sunlit, where the early fainting cases were already
being carried off by the ambulance men. Already
over the excited crowds hovered the distinctive aura
of the day, compounded of a simple emotion, a sense
of unity in diversity and a good humour which
could hardly then have been found anywhere else in
the world in similar combination. When the service
was over at St. Paul's my wife performed one of her
more brilliant strokes. A slow, single file of
equipages, it appeared, was to pick up the huge
congretation at the west door. And as, when a car
eventually drew up to the steps, its owners might
well be wedged hopelessly out of earshot in the
throng, it was obvious that this would be a lengthy
and formidable proceeding > Great strategy, we are
told, is always simple, and all that we did was to slip,
court dress and all, through a few hundred yards of
crowded street, have our own car extracted from its
resting place and start away. After a moment of
doubt, a policeman, thankful perhaps to see anything
on the move, waved us on with a vague gesture of

